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Extracts from volume 1 (original pages from the printed version)



CHAPTER 1 Introduction to the railway system



lable to the richest members of society only when trains already transported the less wealthy classes. In his analysis, Grübler considers long distance railways, he does not analyse urban transport systems. He identiﬁes them reaching their peak in the 1930’s. Pursuing his logic, it may be assumed that the peak for the tramways was also around 1930 in the USA and a bit later in Europe but that pinnacle for the metros still lay sometime in the future.



1.3 The fundamental functions of railway technology Figure 8: Cars and airplanes are at the same time complementary and competitors to railways. The cars exhibited are popular cars, produced in massive numbers, the French Citroën 2 CV and the Volkswagen Beetle. (Science Museum, London, Photo: Reinhard Christeller)



Figure 9: The main characteristics and the energy sources of the different transport systems
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The fundamental functions are the same for all transport systems. They have to: • Carry a load, either passengers or freight, • move a vehicle carrying that load, i.e. accelerate, decelerate, keep it at the desired speed or stop it, • and ﬁnally guide it so that it will arrive at the foreseen destination.



traction motors was transmitted by connecting rods to the two groups of three coupled wheelsets. But was it really necessary to rely on a power transmission that was identical to the steam locomotives? Other solutions had existed for a long time, but in some of them, the heavy traction motors were directly connected to the wheelsets, without any suspension, thus creating high dynamic forces and damaging the wheels and the rails. A solution was therefore needed to suspend the motors and to compensate the relative movements between the motors and the wheelsets by appropriate elements. In the 1930’s engineer Jakob Buchli(21) of the Swiss Locomotive and Machine Works (SLM) proposed a transmission system called “Buchli” that was quickly introduced on the French and Swiss locomotives. Later, other lighter transmission types were invented by Alsthom, BBC and Sécheron. A dedicated electric power supply to the railways that was independent from the national power grids, demanded costly infrastructure and the question was raised whether it was not possible to use the public network frequency of 50 Hz for traction. For this reason, the German Deutsche Reichsbahn equipped its Höllental line with a 20 kV 50 Hz AC power supply and started tests in 1936. Commutator motors were not able to



Figure 25 (top): SBB’s Ae 4/7 (2’Do1’) locomotive seen from the side of the “Buchli” transmissions that acted on its four driving wheelsets. On the opposite side there is no transmission (Photo: Georg Trüb) Figure 25 (bottom): The principle of the “Buchli” transmission. Each wheelset is driven by its own traction motor that is suspended in the locomotive body. All relative movements between motor and wheel are possible, ensuring a continuous transmission of the traction force. (Graphics: Wikipedia)



21. Jakob Buchli (1876 – 1945), Dipl.-Ing., Zurich, see obituary in Schweizerische Bauzeitung, Bd, 125, Nr. 20, of 19 May 1945, p. 246 – 247
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction to the railway system



Precise values of the basic parameters of the rolling stock type (ERATV - EU register of authorised type of vehicles) Precise values of the basic parameters of the route (RINF - Register of infrastructure)



Route A



Route A: Rolling stock compatible



Route B



Route B: Rolling stock not compatible



Route C Route D



Route C: Rolling stock compatible Route D: Rolling stock conditionally compatible



Compatibility of the parameter Conditional compatibility (e.g. with load reduction) Total incompatibility of the parameter (e.g. clearance gauge)



Figure 84: The veriﬁcation process of compliance by the railway undertaking.



The integration of a new or modiﬁed subsystem into the interoperable system needs an authorisation that is delivered by the National Safety Authorities. For ﬁxed installations, this is an authorisation to put into service, for rolling stock reference will be made to an authorisation to put the vehicle on the market, while the upcoming publication of the technical pillar of the Fourth Railway Package that will revise the interoperability and safety directives and the regulations of the ERA. While the authorisation to put on the market allows for commercial transactions of rolling stock across the entire European market, a vehicle may only be used in the domain of use that is covered by the authorisation. This domain of authorisation will be deﬁned in technical terms (track gauge or line voltage, as simple examples) rather than in purely geographic terms. For conformity veriﬁcation purposes, selected requirements from standards, in most cases EN standards, are referenced in the TSI’s and thus become mandatory. The broad majority of standards nevertheless remain in the ﬁeld of voluntary application but they are still useful for the demonstration of compliance with the TSI’s. The SERA is thus supported by a hierarchy of legal documents where: • The European White Papers inspire the Directives on Interoperability and Safety, • The purpose of the Interoperability Directive is the technical harmonisation of the system, • The purpose of the Safety Directive is the harmonisation of the associated procedures, in particular the processes that concern the management of modiﬁcations applied to the system. Whatever the speciﬁed area of use for an approved vehicle, it is important to understand that under the Safety Directive it is in the exclusive responsibility of the Railway Undertaking (RU) to ensure the compatibility of the vehicle with the lines on the route it uses. The capability of Railway Undertakings to assume this responsibility is based on the obligation to the Member States to furnish precise and complete national registers of railway infrastructure
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7 - Implementation: Application conditions, e.g. for different types of lines concerned, speciﬁc cases limited in time or not, possible exemptions, e.g. for systems in the course of delivery, with time limits, migration strategies towards the target system (e.g. application conditions in the case of rehabilitations, or imposed implementation plans) etc.



3.2.2 The European rolling stock, as described by the TSIs Warning note: we will introduce brieﬂy below all TSIs in force concerning structural subsystems, starting in this subchapter by TSI directly concerning rolling stock, of which we cannot list all the basic parameters. You will have to ﬁnd these details in the TSI themselves, using the references given in the bibliography. The TSIs are of open access and can be found on the ERA website. Regarding TSI of other structural subsystems, we will focus on the interfaces with rolling stock. We will not discuss in this chapter the TSIs of purely functional systems, but some critical interfaces with rolling stock will be covered in the chapter on safety and in that on maintenance.



3.2.2.1 locomotives and passenger vehicles: LOC & PAS TSI(15) The TSI LOC & PAS results from the merger in November 2014 of the former CR LOC & PAS “conventional” and of the high speed rolling stock TSI. This TSI’s geographical scope is the entire TEN-T network, in the course of extension to the entire European network, with the exception of the networks referred to in paragraph 1-3 of the Directive interoperability (especially urban networks), as explained above. The current scope of the extension outside the TEN-T is not speciﬁed in the TSI, though in practice, to the manufacturers not building speciﬁcally for TEN lines, and operators generally wanting to use their equipment on the largest part of their network, we can say that any rail vehicle intended for use on the European network and now being commissioned in Europe, is “interoperable” (although this term has no legal existence). This does not mean that it can circulate everywhere. Indeed, except in the few cases of construction of new lines, the other structural sub-systems, infrastructure, electriﬁcation, control-command, will evolve at the slow pace of rehabilitation and reconstruction, and are therefore generally until now not fully compliant with their respective TSI. Moreover an authorisation to operate a railway vehicle is granted for a speciﬁc ﬁeld of use (e.g. a given supply voltage or line classes, deﬁned by other structural STIs). We will develop later in this chapter these concepts of authorisation. The technical scope covers all types of vehicles deﬁned above in Chapter 2, with the sole exception of freight wagons, be they EMUs and DMUs, locomotives or power units, passenger



15. Commission Regulation (UE) n° 1302/2014 of 18 November 2014.
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Need for an approach by the risk to evaluate and demonstrate safety of complex systems. Here is an illustration of a basic RAMS principle with a simple example of every day: your hammer.



iﬁcation (skilled worker, occasional handyman) or whether the nail is suited to your wall.



• An unused and tidy hammer in a workshop would not present any particular risk.



• If you are working at height you have the additional risk of dropping the hammer on the people below you. The injury could be then more serious.



• By contrast if you use this hammer to drive nails you may be injured slightly. The severity of the injury will be different depending on the protective provisions you have taken: helmet, gloves and safety shoes. The probability or likelihood of injury will depend on several factors like your qual-



Conclusion: The hammer, like a product or component of a rail system, does not possess an intrinsic level of safety. The “safety” risk of the hammer depends on its integration and use.



understand the need for a systematic analysis of the potential impacts of these innovations on the safety of the rail system. Finally one should not forget the fundamentals of RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety). The level of the “safety” risk of a component of the railway system (often measured by a probability of occurrence and a severity of the consequences of its failure) cannot easily be codiﬁed by a regulation. Indeed, this safety level will depend on several factors such as choices of design, or the integration of the component in the railway system or its environment, or the operating and maintenance proﬁles of the given component. Adapted and pragmatic risk acceptance criteria There was a longstanding debate in Europe about the nature of the safety objectives to be set for the rail system. For example the United Kingdom and France had respectively introduced in their regulations the objectives “ALARP” and “GAME”: • ALARP (As Low as Reasonably Practicable) consists in deﬁning a residual risk as acceptable by reference to the ratio between the cost of additional safety measures and the gain on safety, associated with the societal cost of death deﬁned by regulation. • GAME (Globally at least equivalent) consists in deﬁning a residual risk as acceptable if it is at least equivalent to that of an existing reference and comparable transport system. ALARP necessitates an absolute and quantitative measure of safety, so as to perform the cost/beneﬁt calculation. It often uses questionable probabilistic models. GAME is based on a relative measure of safety, by difference, which is more pragmatic in its implementation, but which presents a difﬁculty when it is necessary to have an absolute value to make choices.
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AAR gauge Passenger coach Rounded values in mm 1/2 width 0 610 610 1555,5 1555,5 1524 1524 1052 889 889 0



height 4470 4470 4357 3785 2184 1321 838 403 238 203 203



AAR gauge Wagon for double-stack containers Rounded values in mm 1/2 width 0 1300 1300 1511 1511 1410 1283 0



Figure 28 AAR clearance gauge for passenger coaches. Figure 29 AAR “Plate H” clearance gauge for double-stack container transport.



height 6147 6147 4531 4318 787 79 70 70



4.1.3.3 Japan The Shinkansen network uses a 3.40 m wide and 4.50 m high standard clearance gauge which allows high-speed trafﬁc with wide and double decker trains.



4.2 The wheel-rail interface 4.2.1 Introduction to the Wheel-Rail Interface “The continual rattling during the motion is principally produced by the fact that it is scarcely possible to retain the four points of the rails, on which the wheels of the locomotive rest, continually in one plane …” [Bibliography 1]. This excerpt from a study of 1829 still represents today the key tasks and challenges for the railway dynamics and wheel-rail interface. The dynamic behaviour of the complex vehicle/track system strongly depends on the physical properties of the interface between the vehicle and the track, namely the wheel-rail interface, that has the functions of carrying, guiding and moving the train on the track. Thus, all the
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Figure 47 Example of a contact geometry: wheel S1002 proﬁle with rail UIC 60 E1 1:40: equivalent conicity and rolling radius difference (top), contact points on wheel and rail (bottom) [Kuka/SIMPACK]



The blue lines, that pair contact points on wheel and rail for different wheelset lateral displacements, identify the “working zone” on the wheel and on the rail, where the contact forces are applied. The same analysis is now presented varying two other key parameters of the wheel-rail contact geometry: • the rail cant impact could be easily seen comparing ﬁgure 47 (cant 1/40) and ﬁgure 48 (cant 1/20), while all the other data are unmodiﬁed, • the wheel proﬁle impact, using the three proﬁles described in paragraph 4.2.2.1, results from the comparison of ﬁgure 48 with ﬁgure 49. In all these cases the relevant impact of the rail cant and of the wheel proﬁle both on the contact point distribution along proﬁles both on the rolling radius difference and, consequently, on the equivalent conicity and dynamic behaviour is evident. Figure 48 : Example of a contact geometry: Wheel S1002 proﬁle with rail UIC 60 E1 1:20: equivalent conicity and rolling radius difference (top), contact points on wheel and rail (bottom) [Kuka/SIMPACK]
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CHAPTER 4 Basic interfaces



Figure 104 Dynamic forces of a leading locomotive bogie from a simulation run through a curve with measured track irregularities. Curve radius 300 m, uncompensated lateral acceleration 1.1 m/s2



4.3.3.4 Curving behaviour The simulations of curve running consider the criteria of safety, track loading, ride characteristics and comfort. The vehicle is guided in the direction of the track layout by forces between wheel and rail. High lateral guiding forces can lead to a risk of track shift; high guiding forces on the outer wheels in combination with a wheel unloading may create a risk of derailment by ﬂange climbing. Running through curves and transition curves also represents a challenge with regard to ride characteristics and comfort. Parameters inﬂuencing the curving behaviour are – besides the vehicle parameters – the track layout (curve radius, shape of the transition curve), track irregularities, the wheelset-track contact geometry, the friction coefﬁcient between wheel and rail and the uncompensated lateral acceleration (which is sometimes expressed as cant deﬁciency). The determination of the quasi-static forces between wheels and rails can be carried out either by a quasi-static equilibrium method – if the tool used contains this option – or by the simulation of a run on the track layout with an ideal track geometry, i.e. without track irregularities. Another possibility is to use simulations on measured track irregularities and to apply the method used for testing where the quasi-static wheel-rail forces are evaluated as 50 %-values in sections with a constant curve radius. The vehicle behaviour under consideration of track irregularities is assessed applying a non-linear time step simulation. An example of a simulation run through a curve radius of 300 m is shown in ﬁgure 104, which presents the guiding forces Y and the dynamic vertical wheel forces Q of a leading locomotive bogie. The highest guiding force acts on the ﬂange groove of the outer leading wheel (or on the ﬂange and on the wheel tread in cases with two simultaneous contact patches – one on the ﬂange and another one on the wheel tread). On the inner leading wheel there is a smaller force on the wheel tread acting in the opposite direction than the guiding force of the outer leading wheel. W1o = wheelset 1, outside wheel, W2i = wheelset 2, inside wheel, etc.



Guiding forces
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Vertical wheel forces



5.5.3 Limits: mastery of LCC or overall progress? 5.5.3.1 Proper use of progress The mastery of LCC does not only mean the control of expenses and of the cost of ownership . The reader will keep in mind that is not just the LCC, but the difference between the expenses and the expected income over the life-cycle of the rolling stock and the associated TVO that is important. The appeal and the performance of the rolling stock are therefore essential. This is what guarantees to a large degree commercial success. Everything just said must be driven by this and not hinder the search for technological progress. Fortunately, the results of innovation often contribute to lowering costs, there being many cases where changes are positive for performance and simultaneously for maintenance. The developments in electronic power is one example which has progressively provided notable progress on traction controls with the successive use of DC, three-phase synchronous and asynchronous current and magnetic synchronous motors, each step providing an increase in bulk power, speed and robustness of the vehicles. But there are other cases where innovation has not provided a clear reduction in LCC, because it intrinsically increases the maintenance needs or mobilises more costly resources. Modern safety equipment or hollow axles are now considered as classic examples. The natural reaction of the maintenance organisation to inno-



Figure 15 Progressive evolution of predictive maintenance. Identifying the parameters that characterise the demand on elements and functions and modeling the impact on actual wear. (© A. Bullot)
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CHAPTER 5 Maintenance and mastery of the life cycle



grammes for the development of new railway rolling stock and its commissioning and operation have progressively implemented ILS since its conception, structuring new approaches for the improvement of the operational and economic performance”.



5.7.2.2 Objective The approach only makes sense if it is permanent. Thus it brings an ability for prediction and continuous correction. The design, acquisition and operation of the whole complex system must be performed by permanently evaluating the proper compromise between efﬁciency and operational performance and the overall life-cycle cost. The objective of this arbitration is: • in the design or acquisition phase, as we have seen, to integrate as closely as possible, the study of the system and that of the support system, with the goal of deﬁning it by optimised and coherent “support elements”. Design and acquisition are global. They concern not only the railway rolling stock but also simultaneously the whole necessary environFigure 31 The overall performance results from an integrated management of the main system and of the support system.
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Extracts from volume 2 (draft manuscript pages, not yet verified and consolidated)



Book on Rolling Stock – Trams, Light Rail Vehicles and Tram-Trains



fruit in the first Avenios in Budapest which, despite their small wheel diameter of 600 mm, need less reprofilings and achieve a wheel life of to-date 500 000 km, more than the double of older vehicles. A strong reduction in rail wear in curves has also been observed.



Fig. 31: Comparison of Siemens' Combino which is representative for other multi-articulated trams (top) and single-articulated Avenio. Shorter and longer vehicles are possible in 11 m steps for Combino and 9 m steps for Avenio. To limit the big overhang of about 5000 mm in multi-articulated trams, narrow doors at the end are mostly used. (On the basis of Siemens documents)



6.1.1.4.4 Transition to metro operation A number of medium-sized cities, mainly in Germany and Belgium where full metro operations are not viable, have opted for city-centre underground sections for their trams. Most of them are highfloor operations with train lengths of up to 75 m, longer trains can be achieved by using multiple unit configurations. In the outlying sections they operate as light rail mostly on segregated tracks or as street trams. In terms of vehicle technology there is no fundamental difference to other trams. Fire safety and crash standards (EN 45545, EN 12663 and EN 15227) have to be observed according to the type of operation, and where tunnel sections are long or tunnels are designed in a way that visibility of the line is insufficient, appropriate signalling systems with ATP (automatic train protection) have to be foreseen.
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Book on Rolling Stock – Vol. 2, chapter 6.1.2 Metros



6.1.2.3.1



General



Metro rolling stock shares a lot of characteristics with one or more other types of rolling stock, however the special nature of metro operation results in specific requirements for the rolling stock. The significant amount of operation in tunnels or at elevated sections which often does not allow for evacuation routes separated from the track and the high grade of automation and its safety requirements are of major impact on the design of rolling stock for metros. System characteristics described in the following sections refer to the major external interfaces in complete metro systems. Interfaces exist between the rolling stock and the other subsystems of the complete metro system where the subsystems are mutually dependent or interactive for satisfactory and safe operation. Subsystem according to [2]



Subsystem according to an example from a typical metro tender



Interface description subsystem to rolling stock



Infrastructure



Track Works, Tunnel, Stations



All aspects of gauging and platform train interface All aspects of the interface with all track work and third-rail or catenary design All aspects concerning noise and vibrations Aspects referring to stopping accuracy if not covered under signalling



Environmental Control System



All aspects of heat generated by the train and emitted into the tunnel including station area



Fire Protection System



All aspects concerning heat release in case of train borne fire



Building Management System



None



Lifts and Escalators



None



Traction power supply



Power Supply (Traction Power) System



All aspects of the power system design, including protection system design and discrimination and power system simulation and modelling design. It refers also to the design of the stinger supply system used in the Depots.



Signalling, Automatic Train Control and Operations Control system



Signalling System and All ATC signalling interfaces to allow for automatic train running in a Platform Screen Doors1)) safe controlled manner. All aspects of the interface with the PSDs to coordinate safe operation of the door system, e.g. door arrangement and stopping accuracy of the train



Maintenance



Integrated Supervisory Control System



All relevant train-borne systems that interface with the OCC including determination of the data format for train data sent to the Integrated Supervisory Control System (ISCS).



Maintenance Management System



All aspects of collecting and transmission of maintenance related data, e.g. mileage, fault diagnostics (corrective/preventive maintenance alarms) and critical and non- critical alarms to the Maintenance Management System (MMS)



Depot Equipment



All aspects of the train associated with the depot equipment



6_1_2_Metros_kons_Ti_160722.doc
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Zefiro ETR1000 (or “Frecciarossa 1000”) sets are non-articulated, with distributed drive. They consist of 8 coaches for a 200m train length and are compliant with the Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs). AGV Italo The AGV Italo represents the fourth generation of Alstom-built high-speed trains. Like earlier TGV generations, they all boast an articulated architecture and are TSI compliant, but unlike previous TGVs they incorporate a distributed drive system, with a 360 km/h speed-rating. Each set is composed of 11 coaches for a 200m train length, with seating capacity for some 500 passengers. The NTVcompany has been operating 25 such sets since April 2012.



La grande et la très grande vitesse sur railHigh speed and very high speed.docx03/06/20152016-08-21



Rolling stock in the railway system - Freight



Fig. 17: Sggmrss 90' container wagon (TOUAX)



6.5.2.



European wagon components



6.5.2.1. Brakes The brakes on freight wagons are purely pneumatic since no electricity is available on the vehicles. The brakes are released when the pipe system is under pressure and the brake is triggered by the locomotive driver by exhausting the pipe system. The standard system is a friction brake. The brake force is applied by brake blocks pressing on the wheel rims. For the last 100 years these brake blocks were made of cast iron. Because of environmental concerns, especially the ongoing debate on noise emissions, the industry developed composite brake blocks (K-blocks). Unlike iron brake blocks, composite blocks do not roughen the wheel surface and therefore the rolling noise is reduced by about 3 dBA. The technical challenge is that the friction coefficient of K-blocks is significantly higher than that of cast iron blocks. This is no problem for new wagons with a brake system designed for their use, but on existing wagons the iron blocks cannot be exchanged for K-blocks without a redesign of the brake system. The industry recently developed sinter blocks (LL-blocks) with a similar friction coefficient to cast iron blocks allowing them to be exchanged with cast iron blocks without modification of the brake design11. WAG TSI requests new and refurbished wagons to be equipped with K or LL brake blocks. Disk brakes are available but not widely used for freight wagons because of their high price. They make sense for wagons that exceed 150 000 km per annum but they come with the additional challenge of it being difficult to demonstrate the rate of brake pad wear to railway staff in the field. While brake blocks can be easily inspected from outside, disc brake pads need sensors to detect the brake pad status. The mechanical brake system consists of a brake cylinder to convert the compressed air impulses into mechanical movement, a slack adjuster to compensate wear, a brake rig system and the brake shoes and blocks. Most wagon brake systems are arranged in the underframe. Wagons with discharge cones underneath and intermodal wagons with very low floor (like pocket wagons) have bogie-mounted brakes. The size of the brake installation can be



11 See vol. 1, chapter 3 and vol. 3, chapter 10.1. 6_5_Freight_EN_VdR.doc
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depots 2 Mitigation 2.1 Rail-mounted noise absorbers (fig. xxx2) 2.2 Wheel-mounted noise Absorbers 3 Transmission 3.1 Vibration and solidian noise 3.1.1 Decoupling based on civil engineering solutions (fig. xxx3) 3.2 Air borne noise 3.2.1 Trackside noise barriers 3.2.2 Train borne barriers 3.2.3 Anti-noise window for housing in the vicinity of rail lines



Fig. xxx2 : Mitigation : Example Of Wheel-Mounted Noise Absorbers (xxx)



Fig. xxx3 : Decoupling Of Rails From Underlying Floating Slab Track System Nuremberg metro (Wikipedia / Fritz F)



,



The noise measurement indicators and rail nuisance estimators used for local residents differ from those referred to in passenger comfort. Nuisance indicators are



7.3.1.2.2.5.



Way side monitoring devices (examples)



Automatic train protection (ATP)5 The intercommunication from trackside to the train is one piece of the railway system’s safety. Transmitters are installed trackside and under the vehicle – typically at the leading running gear of the train, which is either a locomotive or a cab car. When the vehicle passes a trackside transmitter, the latter will transmit a signal which initiates a vehicle response e.g. an emergency brake.



Figure 3: ATP magnets under a locomotive bogie, and trackside



Track occupancy indicator A standard track occupancy indicator is based on the electrical resistance between the left rail and the right rail of a track. As long as the track is not occupied, both rails are isolated from each other. Any wheelset at this track would electrically link the light and the left rail, such lowering the electrical resistance. This application creates the requirement for a limited electrical resistance between left wheel and right wheel of a running gear. Axle counting Axle counters can be installed at sensitive locations. A standard application are road crossings, which are closed for the road traffic when a train is in arrival, and which shall be released for road traffic only after having been passed from the last railway vehicle. Axle counters consists of wheel sensor(s), detecting every passing wheel e.g. based on a change of the magnetic field around the sensors, and an electronic evaluation board.



Figure 4: Axle counter, wheel sensor



Hot axle box detection 5



See: WALTER etc., Railway, signaling and automation, vol. 2, chapter 2.4 and vol. 3, chapter 3.1 Bogies_v5.04_v20160724.doc



7.3.1.3.2.5.



Bogie frame



The frame is the main structural part in a bogie. The basic functions of a bogie frame are: • to transfer and guide all forces between wheel(set)s and carbody, and • to provide defined connecting points for all kind of additional equipment. The bogie frame itself is supported by the primary springs. It carries the carbody via the secondary springs. Further components of a bogie are often attached either to the frame itself, or to supports which are fixed to the frame. The list of further components includes but is not limited to: • Springs, • Dampers, • Anti-roll bars, • Traction motors, • Torque reaction bars from gearboxes, • Sanding device, • Components of the brake system, • Antennas, • Levelling systems, • Cables, • Pipes. There are several principal designs for a bogie frame. The most common design is a structure composed of a combination of longitudinal and lateral profile beams. The frame is shaping • either an H (with two longitudinal beams, and one or two central transversal beams), • or an O (with two longitudinal beams, and two transversal beams at the extremes).



Figure 26: O frame (left) and H frame (right)



Alternative and (at least in Europe less conventional) frame designs include: • the three piece bogie, a design which is especially used for American freight cars. It consists of two longitudinal beams and one transversal beam, which are flexibly connected to each other, allowing to accommodate significant levels of track twist. • the articulated frame, looking like a conventional bogie frame which is lengthwise cut into 2 symmetrical pieces and then re-connected with rubber joints between. Bogies_v5.04_v20160724.doc



7.3.1.4.3.3.



Wheelset guiding (‘Active Radial Steering’ ARS)



In a conventional bogie, the wheelset is guided by linkage elements. The characteristics of the linkages are compromises between running stability and good curving. For the mechatronic bogie, at least one guiding element per wheelset is replaced through an actuator. Such, the steering (yawing) of the wheelset can be ruled from a control law. This can be seen similar to the situation in a car where the orientation of the front wheels is controlled by the driver (= control law) via the steering wheel. The mechatronic bogie creates the opportunity to superpose different control laws for the curving (in low frequency range) and for the stability (in higher frequency range).



Figure 63: Active Radial Steering – principle and prototype bogie [R. Schneider]



The major purpose of the active guiding of wheelsets is to avoid known technical drawbacks from running through tight curves (wear of wheel and rail, curving resistance, noise emission) with a running gear which is capable of high speed operation on dedicated lines as well. This is basically ensured by eliminating the angle of attack in curves in a controlled way. As a consequence, the lateral forces are optimally balanced: - inside a bogie between the wheelsets, as well as - inside a wheelset: between outer and inner wheel. As a consequence, Active Radial Steering ARS does • extend the life time of both the rails and the wheels, • lower the curving resistance and therefore the consumption of traction energy, • improve the traction performance of motor bogies (as a maximum of available friction between wheel and rail can be consumed for the traction - instead of curving), and • prevent the curve squeeling. The control is typically based on sensor signals. Lateral accelerometers and gyroscopes can indicate the present curve radius, and subsequently propose wheelset’s optimum yaw angle. A further improved control law based on a track database of next curves to come is possible. The dynamic control can basically be ruled from measured lateral wheelset accelerations. Eliminating the passive stabilizing elements (like yaw dampers) - which are needed for high speed today – would allow further design optimizations e.g. a light structure of the carbody. In a simplified version, the stability’s active control of is taken out. Then, the actuators only turn the wheelset to the optimum yaw position in curves, and keep the wheelsets fixed there.
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tilting angle and the forces required to tilt to such angles is – in the usual range of tilting angles of 8° fairly linear, see Figure 27. Displacement of CoG



Vertical



Lateral



Displacement of CoR



Figure 13 -Comparison of vertical and lateral kinematic displacements of CoR and CoG for rod and roller tilting mechanism (Source: G. Hauser)



In the case of kinematic mechanisms using rollers, the carbody structure provides a surface, which is placed on top of rollers. The shape of this surface (prismatic, convex or concave) is defining the kinematic properties of such tilting mechanism. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show an example of a kinematic characteristic generated by a concave shape of such surface, which generates a lateral displacement of the CoR, which is quite non-linear. This results in a non-linear relation between tilting angle and tilting force, e.g. to generate a high “stiffness” around the centred position and a low stiffness once the tilt angle is out of the centred position, see Figure 27, page 25.



Figure 14 -Example of movement of CoR for rod and roller tilting mechanism (Source: G. Hauser)
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Original Talgo gauge-changing wheel-pair (photo: Talgo)



Talgo RD system on gauge-changing infrastructure(photo: Talgo)



CAF BRAVA In operation in Spain from year 2000, the system has had extensive use in passenger services, with a service history of around 50 million kilometres and around 100.000 change operations. It is applied to conventional bogies with solid wheelsets, both motored and trailer. The system,



Assessment of vehicle’s running dynamics – Hinnerk Stradtmann



7.4.1 ASSESSMENT OF THE RUNNING DYNAMICS OF VEHICLES The processes and standards applied for the assessment of dynamic behaviour vary according to the applicable regulations in the country concerned and the category of vehicle. Nevertheless the principles applied and the assessment criteria used are the same in principle. Therefore we focus here on the specification EN 14363. The principles of this standard are also becoming applicable worldwide, as other countries are inspired to adopt them. The approval process can be described in two steps: 1st step- Preliminary approval tests: These tests are generally static and/or quasi static. They mainly include the measurement of forces and of displacements between the different components of a vehicle and should be carried out before 'on-track' testing. Typical preliminary tests necessary to get the permission for ‘on-track’ tests are measurement of static vertical wheel forces, determination of sway characteristics and proof of safety against derailment on twisted track. Other tests to determine the yaw characteristics between bogie and vehicle body or tests to determine eigenfrequencies of the vehicle are performed to check design parameters. 2nd step- ‘On-track' tests: Tests taking place on selected, relatively short sections of test track with specific characteristics of track layout and track quality but representative for the service conditions of the vehicle. 'On-track' tests are used for the assessment of running behaviour within the planned range of speed and cant deficiency of the vehicle. Assessment quantities are, in general, track shift forces, lateral stability, vertical and lateral wheel-rail forces, Y/Q quotient, accelerations on bogies and vehicle body etc. The results of these tests are strongly influenced by track quality, track layout, speed and cant deficiency, wheel-rail profiles and how the signals are processed. Note: In some European countries under very demanding operating conditions (operation at curve radii below 250 m or operation of tilting trains at cant deficiencies up to 306 mm), Route Approval tests are requested. The scope of such tests is the checking of compatibility between vehicle and infrastructure in terms of running safety and track loading in detail. The results of these tests give additional information to define operating conditions for the vehicle and measures for the infrastructure maintenance. The following sections focus on the most important tests.



7.4.1.1



Safety against derailment on twisted track



Derailments on twisted track occur because the wheel load is reduced due to the twist while a lateral force is acting at the same time at the flange. The worst situation is therefore on the exit of a curve with an installed cant. To avoid very onerous requirements for the design of vehicles, the rules for the track layout in European networks do not allow the combination of very small curve radii with high values of cant and twist. Therefore it is possible to neglect the influence of the roll moment on the wheel unloading and restrict the vehicle assessment to wheel unloading due to twist and lateral wheel forces at very small curve radius. Three test methods with different assessment criteria are described in EN 14363. They grew historically and all of them lead to safe operation of vehicles on twisted track. Therefore it is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of any one of the three test methods. The curve radius used in test methods 1 and 2 to assess the lateral forces is 150 m. It is rather small for railway networks and leads to saturation of the creep forces on the inner wheel. However in method 3, the yaw moment between bogie and vehicle body is determined at the minimum curve radius for which the vehicle is assessed.
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Book on rolling stock in the railway system



The American couplers are dimensioned for static test loads between 2900 and 4000 kN following the AAR M-118 and AAR M-211 standards for freight rolling stock and APTA PR-M-RP-003-98 for passenger stock. This allows, in combination with electro-pneumatic brakes that reduce dynamic forces along a train4, to use trains that may go beyond a mass of 30 000 t and 3 km in length. The weak point of these couplers is the potential fatigue of the cast knuckle . According to estimates, in the USA, this problem is at the origin of 11 000 train separations a year.5



The Willison coupler and the Russian SA-3 coupler In British patent N° 9622 of 1912, John Willison proposed a type of coupler that eliminates the disadvantage of the transmission of traction forces by a mobile hook that directly ensures these forces are taken by the coupler body. In the meantime, the Janney coupler had been fully implemented in the USA. It was thus too late for a replacement with this improved but incompatible coupler. This coupler was introduced between 1935 and 1949 in the Soviet Union under the designation SA-3. It is nowadays used in all countries of the former Soviet Union, in Finland, Mongolia, Iraq, Turkey, Gabon and on ore lines in Mauritania and Scandinavia under the Russian standard GOST 21447. These couplers with their static test load of 2800 kN are normally equipped with elastic elements to absorb shocks in operation. Improvements in order to increase the collision energy absorption capacity in line with the European standard EN 15227 have been defined by the GOST 32410 standard. Adapted SA-3 versions that incorporate pneumatic train-lines have recently appeared on the market. This equipment converts this semi-automatic coupler into an automatic one.



Fig. 10: The functioning principle and a view of the Willison / SA-3 coupler. The two elements are secured by the red locking latches. (Martin Hawlisch / Wikipedia)



The European automatic coupler A European decision to replace the manual UIC coupler by an equivalent automatic counterpart has never been implemented. Attempts to introduce such couplers were undertaken in 1873, in the early 20th century, in 1928, 1930-33, 1948, 1955-80, 1995 and 2012. There were several developments in Western and Eastern Europe that were compatible among each other and with the Russian SA-3 coupler. The technology that included electric and pneumatic lines was mature in 19726. 4 See vol. 3, insert in chapter 10.1 5 Smyth, Andrew, Knuckle for a railway car coupler, US Patent US8,297,455 B2, 2012 6 Einführung der automatischen Kupplung bei den europäischen Bahnen aus österreichischer Sicht, Zeitschrift Eisenbahntechnik 4/1970, Vienna. Bohmann, 1979 7_5_Attelages_EN_VdR.doc
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ROLLING



STOCK IN THE RAILWAY SYSTEM Tome 1



Extracts from volume 3 (draft manuscript pages, not yet verified and consolidated)



Figure 1 View of a locomotive traction transformer underframe mounted



Figure 2 Inside view of tank encompassing transformer-inductances



1.1.1 Installation and components of the transformer-inductance set The rolling stock under AC voltage have one or several transformers distributed along the trainset , installed differently according to the available location. In general the transformer installation is as follows depending on the traction unit type: -



Single underframe transformer, located between the two bogies, fixed by stretchers to the bogie frame for BoBo and CoCo locomotives



-



On board transformer in carbody for BoBoBo locomotives (3 bogies with 2 axles) as Shuttle under Channel or Russian locomotive EP20, lack of space between the bogies



-



Underframe or roof transformers for single deck motorcoaches and tram-trains
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Figure 3 At the origin the DC motor was the single motor well suited for electric traction The table below shows the order of occurrence of the different traction motor types in the railway domain linked to the continuous improvement of the materials (insulating, magnets..) and to the power electronics with its static switches ( Figure 4).



-



At the origin the direct current motor (MCC) with a bar commutator, mainly the series excitation motor with its torque decreasing with speed well suited to the traction requirements. Its control was, first, made by means of resistances and contactors then by rectifiers or choppers when the semiconductors appeared.



-



The asynchronous motor, first, with a three-phase wounded rotor and slip-rings at the beginning of the 20th century. The speed variation was obtained by means of resistances inserted in series with the rotor windings. Then the current asynchronous motor with a rotor cage piloted by the voltage or current inverter using initially thyristors then recently IGBT transistors (see chapters 7.2.3 et 7.2.4).



-



The autopiloted synchronous motor with a wounded rotor. The stator current is controlled by a rectifier or a chopper associated with a thyristor three-phase current inverter. The rotor excitation current is separately adjusted by another chopper.



-



And recently the permanent magnet synchronous motor (MSAP) simply controlled by a voltage source inverter as the cage asynchronous motor. -



-
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Figure 4 Different motor types used in electric traction from the origin Numerous direct current motors are still running in commercial service in the world, but the modern traction drives have



Figure 5 Generation of three voltages phase shifted by 120°



The fundamental of the output voltage depends on the amplitude of the modulating signal M. As long as the peak voltage of M is below UDC/2 the output voltage varies linearly with M, but this limits the r.m.s fundamental phase-neutral voltage at 0.35UDC . In fact, it is possible to further increase the output voltage, which is important for high power equipment in order to maximise the phase voltages and then minimise the currents. The maximum theoretical voltage, which can be reached, corresponds to the “full wave” mode. In that case the arm voltages have a conduction ratio of 50% at the motor frequency (Figure 6). For a three-phase inverter the modulation ratio « Mod » (varying from 0 to 1) is defined by the ratio between the r.m.s fundamental phase-neutral voltage over the maximum value of this voltage in full wave mode when Mod=1. The r.m.s fundamental voltages between two phases are then 0.78UDC.



Figure 6 Two level inverter in full wave The problem is then to find the mean to vary continuously the output voltages from 0 to the full wave maximum voltage, which implies to change of the PWM modes all along the train speed increase from 0 to maximum speed. These different PWM modes are studied in the following paragraph.
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1.1.1.1 The different PWM modes Intersective asynchronous mode (ASY)



Figure 7 The PMCF power converter associated to a traction transformer



In its principle, a PMCF is equivalent to 4 step-up choppers. The peak value of the secondary voltage must always remain below the output DC voltage UDC. Otherwise the PMCF operates as a simple diode rectifier and IGBT switches are no more able to act properly. In this case, low frequency harmonics (H3, H5, H7…) would be generated in the line, which is the objective. Examples of commutation in traction for the two half-waves As in a step-up chopper, the firing of an IGBT (N°2 or N°3 in the positive half-wave or N°1 or N°4 in the negative halfwave) short-circuits the secondary winding. Current IS increases, only limited by the leakage inductance LF, magnetic energy is accumulated in LF. At blocking of the IGBT, the secondary current is transferred via the diodes (N°1 and N°4 in the positive half-wave, N°2 and N°3 in the negative half-wave) toward the capacitor CDC for charging (Figure 8).



Figure 8 PMCF operation in traction in the positive half-wave, IS >0 , US>0
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3.5.



Volume, mass and integration



When a single diesel engine powers a locomotive, this item is generally the biggest and the heaviest item to be installed on board. In addition this engine is very often coupled to the first element of the power transmission, and they represent both together an even bigger and heavier assembly. To keep the locomotive well balanced, this generating set shall be located as far as possible at the centre of the locomotive. This requirement is also valid for the fuel tank, the mass of varying of several tons, according to its status: empty of full. This constraint to have in the same cross section of the vehicle the fuel tank and the genset and to meet the loading gauge left by the infrastructure, as well as the limitation of mass per axle of the locomotive, may lead for instance to the impossibility to use a medium speed engine.



Example of integration of complete Power Generating-Set inside a diesel electric locomotive



On a diesel hydraulic locomotive, the balancing and integration is quite difficult because of the integration of the complete diesel hydraulic propulsion system (diesel engine, gearbox, transmissions, fuel tank) The gear box has to be driven by the diesel engine crankshaft and in the meantime drives both mechanical drive system of the bogie. For that reason, the diesel engine has to be moved longitudinally toward the front of the locomotive in order to be able to integer the gear box between the bogies. This requirement is also valid for the fuel tank, which has ti be spited in two parts



Example of integration of complete hydraulic powertrain inside a shunting locomotive



In European Union, the European commission is responsible to define the emission level requirement. Engine Emission are set according their power, displacement and application such as railcar and locomotive. For railcar the test C1 cycle of norm iso 8178 which is used for test cycle. For locomotive it is the cycle F of Norm Iso 8178



Stage III A/B Emission Standards for Rail Traction Engines RC : Rail Car R,RL,RH: Locomotive



Stage IV Emission Standards for Rail Traction Engines RLL: Rail Car RLR: Locomotive



In European Union, the emission standard fulfillment is at engine level, not at vehicle level like in USA. Therefore, the compliancy is under the responsibility of the engine manufacturer and no more of the vehicle manufacturer as in USA. Until EPA limit Tier 3 and EN Stage 3A, internal engine redesign were enough to fulfill emission level (Miller Cycle + Fuel HP fuel injection System + optimized Turbo Charger) But because of news diesel engine emission regulation EPA Tier IV and EN Stage B, additional in built engine design improvement are no more sufficient. Indeed engine manufacturers do have nowadays to provide in parallel of internal complex systems, external after treatment systems usually Diesel Particle Filter (DPF), Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) or Selective Catalyst Reduction (SCR). This after treatment system usually includes the function of silencer.



4. Power Transmission 4.1.



Introduction



The chapter 3 introduced the diesel engine as the main power generation source of a diesel locomotive. However the result of fuel combustion inside the combustion chamber of the diesel engine is limited to the rotation of the crankshaft with a variable speed depending on a control command sequence. • •



With a constant load , increasing the fuel quantity injected in the combustion chamber will make increase engine speed With an increasing load , increasing the fuel quantity in the combustion chamber will maintain the engine speed by increasing the mechanical output torque of the engine



Basically the diesel engine control loop is a speed loop. The engine controller is a speed controller increasing or decreasing the engine speed In the following chapter we will introduce the different way to transmit diesel engine power output controlled by this speed loop



4.2.



Mechanical Transmissions



Like a car whose engine is coupled to a mechanical gearbox, the power of the locomotive or railcar vehicle is coupled to a complex gear box that transmits torque to bogie and wheel of the rail vehicle Nowadays, mechanical transmission are mostly used by Rail Car (Diesel Multiple Unit) because Locomotive are equipped either with diesel electric or diesel hydraulic drive systems and because DMU Powerpack (diesel engine + mechanical transmission) are issued from Trucks Technology



Mechanical Gear Box



DMU equipped with Diesel Engine coupled to mechanical Transmission



6.2.



Gas Turbine in Railways



The use of gas turbines was tested in several country like USA or Canada but it is in France that Helicopter turbo-engines were used in commercial service railcars for more than 30 years till 2004. The latest SNCF vehicle in commercial service was developped by ANF (Ateliers de construction du Nord de la France) and named RTG. The RTG (Rame à Turbine à Gaz) was powered by two turboengines one per power car, developing in the latest version 820 kW (in even power car) and 1150 kW (in odd powercar) coupled to a hydraulic transmission Voith. The same type of turbine was in service on Helicopter Super Frelon from company SUD AVIATION The light weight (< 17 t per axle) and power density of such railways vehicles allowed to get same range of average speed for passenger train on non-electrified lines that on electrified line. It was demonstrated that the fatigue on the track by running RTG was 25 to 45% lower than a passenger train pulled by a locomotive for an average speed higher from 10 to 30 km/h



Sud Aviation Super Frelon SA 321 Helicopter SNCF Turbotrain RTG equipped with aeronautic Turbines



But because of recurrent Oil Crisis and Turbine high fuel consumption (415 g/kWh for a Turbine Turmo III F) SNCF decided to replace progressively this material by electric or diesel locomotives even if it increase in some case the last of the journey: for example it took 60 min longer to travel from Strasbourg to Lyon with Locomotive + car than with Turbotrain RTG). There was a project of renovation of 10 complete trains set including the replacement of the turbine by a new model more powerful and with a better fuel efficiency of 15 % but the project was never followed by an order For passengers who were used to travel with this train, the aeronautics noise of the power car were simply unforgettable.



Figure 3 – Simplified cross section of a distributor valve



7.2.2.1



Brake application



The cut-off valve is set so that it only reacts to a defined pressure gradient: This threshold is called distributor valve sensitivity. Indeed, it is impossible to grant the perfect tightness of the BP, in particular on very long trains: in this case, a small change in BP pressure due to small leakages should not lead to brake application on one or several vehicles. Tus, the cut-off valve sensitivity enables slight and slow pressure changes in the BP due to “natural” leakages occurring on the train. Reversely, as soon as the BP pressure drop presents a gradient greater than the sensitivity threshold – which is the case for a brake demand from the brake release status – the cut-off valve immediately reacts by closing itself, keeping in the CR the pressure of the BP shortly before the brake demand appeared. BP pressure having been reduced, a difference exists between this pressure and that of the CR: this difference is the brake demand. In order to transform this brake demand into brake cylinder pressure – thus into braking force – both BP and CR pressures are applied on both sides of a plate (metallic disc associated to an elastomer membrane enabling its vertical motion). The pressure difference will create a force on this plate that will lead to its motion, and consequently the motion of the hollow rod which is mechanically linked to it. This hollow rod, by its motion, will result in the opening of a check valve, enabling compressed air transfer from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinders, thus increasing the pressure in the latter. The brake cylinder pressure is applied, in parallel, on a second plate which is also mechanically linked to the hollow rod. This pressure exerts, on this second plate, a force which is opposite to the one generated by the CR-BP pressure difference. When both forces become equal, the hollow rod goas back into its original position again and the check valve closes: the brake cylinder pressure has reached the value corresponding to the brake demand, according to a pre-defined ratio related to the relative surface of both plates. Any additional pressure drop in the BP leads to destabilisation of the system, resulting in the check valve opening again and the brake cylinder pressure increasing until another stable state is found, still with the same ratio.



pressure. Therefore, the train can be set in motion again only after venting the brake circuits of the vehicle in order to release the brake: this is the duty of the venting valve integrated to the distributor valve. This venting valve is operated by means of a pull handle installed on the side of the vehicle, and acting on the venting valve by means of a metal cable. The valve performs venting of auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinders. 7.2.4



Some standardised values



Table 1 summarises main typical values standardised by UIC in leaflet n° 540.



Characteristics Working pressure (brakes released, nominal value) Brake operating range (authorised values for working pressure) Pressure drop corresponding to full brake application (maximum service braking) Emergency braking threshold Max brake cylinder pressure at full brake application G mode P mode Max brake cylinder pressure in emergency braking G mode P mode Brake cylinder filling time from 0 to 95% max pressure G mode P mode Brake cylinder venting time from max pressure to 0.4 bar G mode P mode Brake application or release adjustability (brake cylinders G mode P mode pressure) Reset pressure during brake release G mode P mode Propagation speed of BP pressure changes in emergency G mode P mode braking Sensitivity (brake shall begin application in less than 1.2 G mode P mode second for a BP pressure drop of) Insensitivity (brake shall not apply for a BP pressure drop G mode P mode of) Release time of a train 750 m long after emergency braking G mode P mode



Required performances 5 bar 4 à 6 bar 1.5 ± 0.1 bar under working pressure 2.5 bar 3.8 ± 0.1 bar 3.8 ± 0.1 bar 18 to 30 seconds 3 to 5 seconds 45 to 60 seconds 15 to 20 seconds ≤ 0.1 bar BP at 0.15 bar under working pressure / BC ≤ 0.3 bar ≥ 250 m/sec 0.6 bar in 6 seconds (single vehicle) 0.3 bar in 60 seconds (single vehicle) ≤ 70 seconds ≤ 25 seconds



Table 1 – Main characteristics of the UIC compressed-air pneumatic brake



7.2.5



Main distributor valves



If many brake suppliers have developed one or several types of distributor valves (complete list of UIC approved distributor valves is provided in appendix of leaflet n° 540), some have become “best sellers”: •



C3W distributor valve, developed by the WABCO European subsidiary (absorbed by the company SAB to build the company SAB WABCO, further absorbed by the company FAIVELEY), referenced with the marking “Ch brake” (referring to Charmilles, based on the name of its designer).



•



KE distributor valve, developed by the company KNORR Bremse, which is the first modular type distributor valve and which numerous variants have derived. It is probably the most wide-spread distributor valve in Europe. It is referenced with the marking “KE brake”



•



ESH distributor valve, developed by the company OERLIKON (further absorbed by KNORR Bremse), and referenced with the marking “O brake”.



•



SW4 distributor valve, developed by the company SAB WABCO (absorbed by the company FAIVELEY) to succeed the C3W. It is referenced with the marking “SW brake”.



Figure 15 – Synoptic diagram of the electrohydraulic brake



Due to the great similarity of electrohydraulic and direct electropneumatic brakes in case of concerned metros, we will focus in the following sections to the tramcar application ; the explanations given for electrohydraulic control units remain applicable to these metros.



17 THE ELECTROHYDRAULIC BRAKE: TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 17.1 Service braking control 17.1.1 Brake demand emission As the principles are strictly identical to the direct electropneumatic brake, the reader can refer to the corresponding section. 17.1.2 Vehicles or bogies braking control By way of introduction, note that most of the tramcars are equipped with a brake system that is based on a per bogie independence, which is due to the small number of bogies of these vehicles (3 to 4 in most cases). This is not necessary the case for metros equipped with the electrohydraulic brake. At bogie level, electronic equipment decodes demands received from train lines (including those defining the scenario when relevant), and on this basis computes the brake forces that each type of controlled brake shall provide, according to pre-defined blending rules programmed in the equipment or in the demand encoder. At motor bogie level, the dynamic brake is first required, friction brake being activated only as a complement.



Figure 23 – Linear eddy current brake installed on a VELARO very high speed train bogie (Document KNORR Bremse)



22 THE FRICTION BRAKE A friction brake is always made of three main components: •



An element in motion



•



A friction element that rubs against the element in motion



•



An actuator bringing the friction element into contact with the element in motion, and applying a force on it.



There are three families of friction brakes, depending on the type of each of the above mentioned three components: -



The tread brake: the element in motion is the wheel, to the running surface of which the actuator applies a friction element made up of a brake shoe.



-



The disc brake: the element in motion is a brake disc, to which the actuator applies a friction element made up of brake pads.



-



The magnetic track brake: the element in motion (here: in relation to the train) is the rail, to which the actuator applies a friction element made up of a brake shoe installed under an electromagnet.



In the following sections the operation of the actuators will be detailed, then we will propose a general overview of the different types of discs, and finally of the different materials that are used for brake shoes and pads. A last section will be dedicated to the magnetic track brake. With regards to the wheel itself, please refer to the relevant chapter. 22.1 The actuators 22.1.1 Principles The role of an actuator is to deliver a thrust force as a function of its supply pressure. This thrust force is then used to push a friction material against a surface in motion, thus generating a retarding force. There are two ways of operation:



Figure 42 – Axle mounted disc (document KNORR Bremse)



The friction ring can be: • Solid – This type of friction ring can only be used for applications of which mission profile does not include frequent stops.



Figure 43 – Solid disc (Document KNORR Bremse)



Figure 6 – Typical scheme of a twin tower adsorption dryer



The single-tower dryer is less expensive. However dimensioning shall be done carefully because regeneration will occur only while the compressor is stopped: if the compressor does not stop for a long period of time (high consumption, heavy leakages on the train) the dryer might saturate before the compressor stops, thus loosing efficiency. Furthermore installing a regeneration reservoir, frequently a large one, is a real installation constraint. The twin-towers dryer however can ensure drying even if the compressor runs all the time, thanks to the drying/regeneration switching of both towers. But it is more complex to control and requires an electronic unit and several electropneumatic components to ensure switching from one tower to the other as well as venting during the regeneration.. The double tower dryer solution is now the state of the art as it ensures a constant air quality whatever are the operation conditions. The most commonly used desiccants are the molecular sieves (providing the best dew point performances, but more expensive) and the activated alumina. This activated alumina may be delivered in bulk or inside small fabric bags (in the latter case, the dryer must be adapted to such bags).



vehicle, locomotives are defined by clusters of requirements, i.e. they are configured only for a selected number of countries. Locomotives capable of running on corridor A through the countries NL, DE, AT, CH, IT are referred to as DACHINL, those fit for services in FR, BE, DE are referred to as DBF, locomotives running through DE, AT, CH are called DACH, for the countries DE, AT, HU they are labelled DAHU, etc.



11.2.2.8 The 4-axle versus 6-axle locomotive Benefitting strongly from a long chain of innovations, the 4-axle electric Bo’Bo’ locomotive has become the most widespread traction vehicle in Europe. It has a sufficiently high tractive power (between 4,2 and 7 MW at the wheels) to pull both passenger and freight trains at the required speeds in mixed traffic, considering that passenger trains are seldom heavier than 750 tons, and freight trains are typically restricted in length to 750 m and are therefore relatively light, often in the range of 1100 and 2200 tons. Also the development of the freight market, moving away from heavy commodities towards lighter logistic trains (e.g. with containers), favours the 4-axle locomotive. Double traction is used in those applications where a higher starting tractive effort is needed, e.g. on mountainous routes. Although double traction reduces the margin on the screw coupler between the tractive effort and the rupture load (850 kN), this mode of traction is well proven. The high performance of a modern 4-axle electric locomotive has made the 6-axle electric locomotive obsolete for passenger and most freight trains in Europe (Müller R. , 1997). Apart from the Swedish IORE heavy haul locomotives, and the early small series of the Danish EG 3100, the only mainline 6-axle electric locomotives built (in small numbers) in Europe over the last 10 years are the Dragon in Poland and the Bitrac in Spain. Both are dual-mode13 locomotives designed for operation under 3 kV DC catenary with the addition of diesel power for non-electrified lines. The power ratings are 5 MW (electric) and 520 kW (diesel) on the Dragon, and 4450 kW (electric) and 2x1800 kW (diesel) on the Bitrac. The additional space needed and the increased weight of dual-mode locomotives have necessitated in these cases the 6-axle configuration. With the requirement of low track forces, many railways in Europe have chosen the 4-axle configuration also for diesel locomotives, for freight and passenger operations. Prominent examples are the Austrian Rh 2016, the French BB 475000, and the German BR 245. High speed engines are used in these locomotives yielding maximum traction power at no more than 22,5 t axle load. On the other hand, the 6-axle diesel-electric locomotive is the preferred choice for freight services requiring a higher tractive effort, >300 kN14. The most prominent example is the Class 66. Others, although manufactured in much smaller numbers, are the Euro 4000, Maxima, GE PowerHaul and the Lithuanian Eurorunner, ER20CF. North American freight locomotives are mostly Co’Co’. They are designed as heavy haul locomotives with medium speed diesel engines. Passenger locomotives are generally 4-axle. This applies for both diesel and electric locomotives used in commuter and high speed applications (125 mph). Both freight and passenger locomotives have typically a high axle load of up to approximately 32 t.



11.2.3Locomotive performance 11.2.3.1 The tractive effort versus speed diagram The locomotive is a traction machine. Its performance is best seen by its tractive effort versus speed characteristic (see figure 4). This diagram shows the pulling capability of the locomotive, i.e. the tractive effort it can generate at its wheel rims, versus speed, here for a 4-axle electric dual-frequency locomotive (15 + 25 kV AC) with max 5,6 MW at the wheels. The shown locomotive is designed for a constant tractive effort (and linearly increasing traction power) from standstill up to 67,3 km/h (dashed green curve). At this point the maximum traction power of 5,6 MW is reached. Above this speed the power at the wheels stays constant and the tractive effort decreases by the following expression: Max tractive effort (kN) = Max power (kW) x 3.6 / speed (km/h); at speeds ≥ 67,3 km/h. This explains the hyperbolic form of the curve15. 12 For more details on authorisation procedures, see chapter 3.4 in the 1st volume. 13 Dual-mode refers to a dual propulsion system, electric + diesel. 14 Diesel-electric Co’Co‘ locomotives are used also for passenger trains on railway lines where there is no electrification, e.g. China and Israel. 15 In some designs the breakdown torque of the traction motor is reached below the maximum speed of the locomotive. Then, from this point to higher speeds, the max tractive effort is decreased proportionally to the speed squared; this with a corresponding Locomotive Chapter; R.Müller & J. Vitins
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Locomotive Co’Co’



Type



Power at the wheels



Starting TE



Axle load



Length



Power source



4400 hp (SD70/ES44)



Diesel-electric



~ 2,9 MW



800 kN



~ 32 t



~ 23 m



EMD 16-710 / GEVO (medium speed)



6000 hp (SD90/AC6000)



Diesel-electric



~ 4,0 MW



800 kN



~ 32 t



~ 24 m



EMD 16V265 / GEVO (medium speed)



HXD3B (China)



Electric



9,6 MW



570 kN



25 t



22,9 m



Catenary (25 kV AC)



Table 4: Main characteristics of heavy haul Co’Co’ diesel-electric locomotives compared to the most powerful electric locomotive The tractive effort versus speed of electric and diesel-electric heavy haul locomotives is compared in figure 11. In addition, the performance is shown of a European 4 axle electric locomotive with 6,4 MW at the wheels. Also included is the train resistance curve27 for heavy haul with a 6000 t load on level track, 0 ‰, and on a 5 ‰ uphill gradient.



Figure 11: Maximum tractive effort versus speed for 6 axle heavy haul diesel-electric (DE) locomotives with high axle loads of 32 t, the Chinese 6-axle electric heavy haul HXD3B with 25 t axle load, and the European light weight 4 axle Vectron with 6,4 MW at the wheels and 21,5 t axle load. The train resistance curves are shown for a train load of 6000 t on level track and on 5 ‰ uphill gradient. Figure 11 shows the basic difference between diesel-electric heavy haul and electric train operations: The six axles and the very high axle load of heavy haul diesel-electric locomotives permit high tractive efforts, and this enables them to pull long and heavy trains on steep gradients. The slow speeds, resulting from the limited power of the diesel engines, are largely irrelevant to such railways, being freight only. In contrast, European freight trains run mostly in mixed traffic with passenger trains. A higher speed, 80 to 120 km/h, is needed for overall smooth traffic flow. This is achieved with the much higher power at the wheels of electric locomotives, as is seen with the 6,4 MW of the light-weight Vectron compared to the 2,91 and 4 MW of the 4400 and 6000 hp diesel-electric locomotives respectively. 26 This locomotive was built by three manufacturers: HXD1B by Zhuzhou/Siemens, HXD2B by Datong/Alstom, and HXD3B by Dalian/Bombardier; each with 500 units. 27 This resistance curve is based on a formula used in South Africa for heavy haul trains using wagons with Scheffel bogies (see vol. 2, chapter 7.3.1). Highly polished wheels attained using composite brake blocks contribute to a very low rolling resistance (and very low noise levels). Locomotive Chapter; R.Müller & J. Vitins
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Figure 26: Tractive effort versus speed diagrams and train resistance curves on level track for the high speed trains Eurostar (18 trailers) and AVE S-112 (with 12 Talgo cars). The SBB Re 460 locomotive with 6,1 MW at the wheels (dashed curves) is shown for comparison hauling eleven IC 2000 double-decker coaches. All shown trains have a significant residual tractive effort at maximum speed allowing fast acceleration.



11.3.2Heavy haul locomotives The term “heavy haul” is defined by the International Heavy Haul Association81. It refers to heavy freight trains of ≥ 5000 t with axle loads of ≥ 25 t. This allows heavy loading of freight cars for cost efficient transportation of large bulk volumes, e.g. of coal, iron ore, and of double-stack containers. There are many implications of such high axle loads to rolling stock and railway infrastructure; the wheel – rail contact being one of the prime topics of research and development. The only heavy haul locomotive operating in Europe82 is the electric IORE, see figure 2, used by the LKAB mines of Kiruna to haul 8200 t trains. It is a double Co’Co’ locomotive with 10,8 MW at the wheels, 30 t axle load, and 1200 kN starting tractive effort. The IORE is designed for high mission reliability; this is needed to run on single track routes in harsh Nordic conditions of -40 °C ambient temperature, north of the polar circle. It



81 The International Heavy Haul Association, IHHA, supports railways to develop train technologies with high axle loads. See www.ihha.net 82 Apart from local mine operations, e.g. RWE Power (former Rheinbraun) in Germany, which operates the 4-axle EL 2000 - with 35 t axle load and 4.76 MW at the wheels 48



[Tapez le texte]



Figure 36: Interoperable locomotive of the Prima I platform running services France - Germany (photo: Matthias Maier)



11.5.2.2 The Prima DE33 B AC This diesel-electric locomotive resulted from the SNCF BB 75000. The contract was placed in 2004 to a consortium of Alstom/Siemens106. It is basically a Prima I locomotive with the propulsion changed from electric to diesel. The diesel propulsion (with MTU 16V4000, 2.0 MW) and most electrical systems are derived from the Eurorunner.



11.5.2.3 Prima II In 2009 the 2nd platform, Prima II, was launched. Compared to the Prima I, the performance was increased using 6,5 kV IGBTs and the design was adapted to new technical requirements and standards. A prototype was built as a 4-system locomotive with a high power rating of 6,4 MW. The Moroccan E-1400 locomotive for 3 kV DC is a variant of the Prima II.



11.5.3The evolution of the TRAXX platform 11.5.3.1 TRAXX AC1 The idea of a TRAXX locomotive platform arose after DB Regio derived the BR 146 from the BR 185. Another important step was the increase of traction power from 4,2 MW (BR 145) to 5,6 MW (BR 185). Thereafter the level of 5,6 MW became a standard value for TRAXX platform locomotives (Leder, 2010).



11.5.3.2 TRAXX AC2 The BR 185 contract of 400 locomotives allowed making limited technical upgrades at the halfway point of delivery, starting 2005, the major ones being: crashworthiness, new IGBT propulsion107, modernised control and communication systems, and a new brake cubicle. These modernisations went hand-in-hand with streamlining final assembly, reducing it to 10 – 12 working days even at a mix of locomotive variants in the production line.



106 The initial quantity was 400 locomotives. Alstom was consortium leader. Production was split between the consortium partners. 107 Standard IGBT power devices with 4,5 kV blocking voltage were then not available. Therefore, a specifically designed and proprietary IPM (Integrated Power Module) was developed. The copper baseplate for the IGBT chips is cooled directly with water allowing very efficient cooling. Locomotive Chapter; R.Müller & J. Vitins
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